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- A WARTIME CHRISTMAS CAROL

Lloyd and 1 returned to Base after a 3-Day break in London, to find the field

abuzz with rumors - which turned out to be true.

The entire 8th Air Force had been on stand down for nearly a week because of

severe winter weather which pervaded all of England and the Continent; hence no

flying, no troop support, and our weekend in London.

0fl the lOth of December, 1944, Hitler unleashed his long-planned invasive

counterattack on our unsuspecting, embattied, frontline ground troops in the legendary

Ardennes Forest region of Belgium and Luxembourg. Many units in the Allied lines

were green replacements. Storming, determined, German tanks and seasoned troops

led the frontal push, called by newsmen HThe Battie of the Bulge”. And such It was,

aiming to push to the northern coast and split the American offensive; some penetration

came as far inward as 40 miles, at La Roche, along a 50-mile front. (It was later

learned that many of the German support and follow-up units were made up of boys and

old men.)

Without air support for supplies and tactical air attack, our ground troops were

hard-pressed, in many cases cut off or captured.

It was into this environment that we returned to Lavenham, to find the yellow flag

flying - along with the rumors. The weather was clearing - w&d be “up” the next day!

“Lloyd” was Lloyd Reed, our good friend and pilot on Pathfinder Lead Crew 102,

836th Squadron, 487th Bomb Group; Jack Virgin was our co-pilot, and Fred Dumler,



:c~Dardier; Roger Hatfield and 1, Jim Bradford, shared navigator duties; Stan “Mickey”

~*Iechsler was our radar officer. Each one of these airmen was skilled at his job, and a

“good soldier”.

And we had a super enlisted crew! Flight Engineer Vic Latiter; sharp-shooting

gunners Jack Stevenson and Lonnie Rogers, and Radioman Bob Fortman - all A-One

Airmen!

Each bomber crew, and every fighter outfit, knew it was “The Best”!

This feeling of close camaraderie, mutual trust and interdependence on shared

skills gave each crew its strength . . . and in turn gave cohesive strength to Squadron,

Group, and “The Mighty Eighth”!

The rumors!? We fly tomorrow, December 24th - and it’s going to be a big one!

We were roused at 5:30 the morning of the 24th, with skies really beginning to

dear. Breakfast as usual - coffee, eggs - and S.O.S. . . and, an extra air of anticipation.

The Briefing Room was crowded - every crew was flying. Air High Command

had decided to take full advantage of the weather break and not only hit the Germans

hard in a number of strategic areas behind the lines, but to mass many 8th Air Force

groups to form the Jargest “armada” of heavy bombers in history - and fly directly over

our front lines as a gesture of support and encouragement to our embattled troops on

the ground - a noble and challenging idea!

When the briefing map was displayed and the mission explained, the room grew

quiet this was different - this ~ big! It was important enough that newly-starred

Brigadier General Frederick W. Castle chose to lead this mission himself. Fred Castie
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~as part of General Ira Eaker’s Group which created the 8th Air Force; first with B-24

Liberators, then with B-17 Fortresses.

The “armada” would be made up of some 2,000 plus aircraft, 20,000 Airmen, 250

Squadrons, 40-50 Groijps, stretching for miles in air formation as it passed over the

Ardennes battie zone.

Having passed this zone, each individual Group would proceed to destroy its pre

assigned target in Germany. Our 487th Group target was the airfield at Babenhausen.

Briefing over. Since our crew was leading the Low Squadron, Rog Hatfield and l

compared and checked notes, then headed for our Pathfinder ship. Here the crew was

introduced to Major Lloyd Nash who would serve as Air Commander for our Squadron.

He would fly the right co-pilot seat. Jack Virgin would move to Tailgunner position to

monitor formation behind us - and man the guns! (Lon Rogers, our usual “Tail”, would

miss this mission.)

Mid-morning takeoff, in dear skies, allowed extra time needed for this complex

formation to assemble. Forming went smoothly and our lead elements, with General

Castie and Bob Harriman’s crew at lead, Captain Ned Richards and Von Epps Crew at

High; and our crew with Lloyd Reed and Major Nash leading the Low Squadron. On the

right wing of Harriman/Castle flew Edwards and Capt. Shilling as First Deputy Lead.

We departed the English coast at noon on a heading of 120° S.E., expecting

P 51 fighter support momentarily. We climbed on course and reached near 17,000 feet

approaching the ground battle zone visibly raging below us. Only the throb of Bombers

engines broke the “silence of expectation”. On our left wing, we were happy to have

good friend Bob Densmore and Crew 101.
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Then - all heil broke loose! John called from the tail ‘bogies at 8 o’clock 10w and

climbing”! A hail of ME 109 bullets tore through our waist section from the Luftwaffe’s

first pass! Up ahead, we saw General Castle’s lead plane falter, drop back toward our

Low Squadron, then stagger back toward lead. Crippled, they were exposed and

vulnerable and quickly hit again. We saw them, smoking, with 3 or 4 chutes in sight

before a spinning nose-over and vertical fall.

Almost immediately, a second wave of fighters hit us broadside with a number of

our Squadron going down - some in flames! Where was our fighter support??? We

learned later that low-lying fighter fields in England had been engulfed in that vicious

grey-mist ground fog familiar to all of us, thus delaying fighter take-off. They did arrive -

but too late for our Squadrons in front!

We were now in real trouble. Jack Stevenson reported a new frontal attack at

8 or 9 o’clock and a fire now burning in the waist section, and No. 3 engine was hit and

smoking. The Squadron behind us, led by Robertson and “Kraker’s Krumbs” Crew was

also taking a beating.

Every gun in the front echelons was firing, turrets turning. Aircraft were falling,

burning all around us. The sky itself seemed to shake. Our “gun guys” - “Steve” and

Vic, Radio Bob, Jack in the tail put out a constant, withering ram of bullets.

lnside our nose compartment, an eerie “calm/panic” prevailed. Fred, Rog and 1

were all on guns, firing at whatever passed near. Fred got at least one! Lloyd began a

turn to the right in gradual descent as No. 3 engine quit, and, in a calm voice into our

headsets said “Okay, troops, this is it!’ Fred proceeded to jettison our bomb bad and

disable the bomb sight; Rog and 1 tore up maps and logs, all in a kind of “slow motion
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haste”. Time, for a moment, stood stili. “Steve” (Jack Stevenson) reported “Virgin out

of tail in chute.” 1 had removed my oxygen mask (we had climbed to about 22,000 feet

over battie lines and dropped in turn to near 18,000), then l decided l’d better replace

my mask and clip on my chute.

Roger was bent over our nose hatch and was having trouble with its release.

1 moved to help, grabbed the release handle too, put my foot on his back and shoved!

Out went Rog - and 1 followed right behind! Fred told us later that my mask (stili on)

snapped like a “g-string”l Lloyd, of course, who did such a remarkable flying job of

controlling our crippled plane, was “last man out”!

We learned later that our very good friend, Bob Densmore, had been hit, nearly

lost an engine and followed us in our descending turn. When he saw we were going

down, he jettisoned his bomb bad and prepared for an emergency landing in Belgium

or France. Fortunately, his engine recovered sufficiently for him to return to base. We

also discovered after the fact that our Air Commander, Major Lboyd Nash, who had

preceded Lloyd Reed out the hatch, had been killed through a parachute mishap.

Count of ten - open the chute! The first sensation of falling, after the lines jerk

and tighten, is a quiet peaceful one. Then the realization that some German fighters, in

desperation, were stijl strafing ‘chutists - and the need to take some control of one’s

environment - brought stark reality back into focus.

1 found 1 could estimate altitude pretty well, and that 1 seemed to be drifting to my

left. As terrain neared, this drift would drop me on or near what looked to be a steeple.

1 “spilled chute” and minimized drift as ground “rose up to greet me”! However, 1 did

land in the upper foliage of a medium tree and slithered down through branches ‘til the
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German and some French, no English. Fred spoke a bit of German; and with gestures

and mutterings, we communicated pretty well! We accepted their offer of a warm bed

for the night and drank our way to sleep.

Christmas dawn,~ a breakfast bit and on the road. Our new friends headed us

again in a northwesterly direction, which took us to a road toward Liege, a principal city

of eastern Belgium. Before long, an Army Jeep roared up behind us. A Major and his

driver, apparently withdrawing from re-con around Malmedy, offered us a lift, which we

were more than glad to accept!

Entering Liege, which now lay exposed on the southern edge of the “Bulge”

battle zone, we passed a security point with M.P.’s and armed troops everywhere. The

city was under frequent~German artillery and air attack. 1 remember a lad at the guard

post, bloodied and sobbing, being treated for shrapnel wounds.

By now, It was nightfall - Christmas Day! Fred and 1 were “bushed”. We were

billeted at the local hospital, sleeping on the floor of the lower level, close to the west

wall. (In case of a collapse, it should fall around us - not on us!) Throughout the night,

German aircraft strafed the surrounding streets and area, though 1 do not recall any

direct hit on our building. Somehow we slept.

On the following morning, December 26, we learned of a coal truck, empty of

bad, headed for Brussels in west central Belgium. Fred and 1, and some other “Air

Force refugees” hopped in the back and headed westward some 100 kilometers.

Arriving in Brussels, we learned of Clearing Center #58 for downed airmen, where we

were delighted to find Jack Stevenson and others who had also arrived here. We also

heard the great news that all of our crew had bailed out safely (except for our assigned
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chute hung up and halted my fail. With nothing worse than scrapes and bruises,

1 climbed down, said “thank you” and took stock. 1 feit we all, though pretty widely

scattered, must have come down pretty close to the German border. We did have 45’s

and a knife for some defense. With my knife, 1 cut a 3-ft. square from my hanging silk

‘chute which became a scarf souvenir for many years.

Though it was winter - cold with snow on the ground - 1 do not remember any

discomforL Probabiy excitement, action and some incident shock added body warmth.

The terrain here was relatively flat, pasture land type, so 1 guessed we must have

come down to the south of the Arden fles area - which meant that somewhere near north

of us the ground battie raged.

1 was pretty sure of a relatively safe direction to take and proceeded on a

northwest heading - past the rural church with my steepie - and cross country. It was

now early afternoon, and after waiking for nearly an hour, 1 met an American wire crew

reeling wire and preparing to move out. They took me in their Jeep for a few miles, then

headed northward, putting me back on my feet in the general direction of Luxembourg

and Beigium.

Then, a “once in a lifetime” moment - Bombardier Fred Dumler and 1 crossed

paths! For Fred and me, it was a “comrade-in-arms”, “bear-hugging” moment! We took

stock, then continued in the same general direction for some time. Spotting a farm

house in the distance, we approached, waving in a friendly manner - and found friends!

An elderly Belgique couple recognized us as American fliers and welcomed us warmly!

Hot coffee, whiskey, wine - and Christmas eve supper! Our stew menu - “some kind” of

— ea: ootatoes and carrots - at that time “a meal fit for the gods!” Our friends spoke
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for the night and drank our way to sleep.

Christmas dawn, a breakfast bit and on the road. Our new friends headed us

again in a northwesterly direction, which took us to a road toward Liege, a principal city

of eastern Belgium. Before long, an Army Jeep roared up behind us. A Major and his

driver, apparently withdrawing from re-con around Malmedy, offered us a lift, which we

were more than glad to accept!

Entering Liege, which now lay exposed on the southern edge of the “Bulge”

battie zone, we passed a security point with M.P.’s and armed troops everywhere. The

city was under frequent~German artillery and air attack. 1 remember a lad at the guard

post, bloodied and sobbing, being treated for shrapnel wounds.

By now, It was nightfall - Christmas Day! Fred and 1 were “bushed”. We were

billeted at the local hospital, sleeping on the floor of the lower level, close to the west

wall. (In case of a collapse, it should fall around us - not on us!) Throughout the night,

German aircraft strafed the surrounding streets and area, though 1 do not recail any

direct hit on our building. Somehow we slept.

On the following morning, December 26, we learned of a coal truck, empty of

bad, headed for Brussels in west central Belgium. Fred and 1, and some other “Air

Force refugees” hopped in the back and headed westward some 100 kilometers.

Arriving in Brussels, we learned of Cbearing Center #58 for downed airmen, where we

were delighted to find Jack Stevenson and others who had also arrived here. We also

heard the great news that all of our crew had bailed out safely (except for our assigned
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air commander, Major Lloyd Nash, whose body was later discovered near Comblain au

Pont).

We were provided food, housing, dry clothing and some “Belgian Bucks”.

Brussels was in “relatively safe” territory with commerce and market areas active. Fred

and some of the others did some souvenir shopping, while 1 slept 0ff fatigue. Steve

stayed with me, which 1 really appreciated.

We were told it might be weeks before any official return to England; but we also

learned of the availability of a B-1 7 Fortress at the Brussels airfield. 1f we could “make it

fly” and sign a release, we could try to return on our own!

We went with a pilot from another group to take a look. The “Fort” was one from

the lOOth Bomb Group which had made a forced landing. It needed service and was

missing some navigation equipment but all four engines seerned 0K - It could fly! Tires

and fuel were found by a flight engineer. 1 went to a store in Brussels and purchased a

large “Boy Scout”-type compass as a “back-up”. It was now the 28th of December.

Jack Stevenson rounded up 4 or 5 more “passengers”, along with Fred, two

pilots (whose names t do not remember), an engineer and me. Steve, who had gone

for a “starter”, nearly missed the takeoff. The engines fired, and we rolled to lift 0ff. 1

gave our pilot a heading of 3000 and we were off on our hour’s flight to the Channel.

After sorne 50 minutes flying, we could spot the “White Cliff of Dover”! We were home!!!

We flew on in to Lavenham Base, landing with whoops of celebration and a “Welcome

Home”! Due to an alert from Brussels, we were expected. Evërybody piled out except

the pilots and me. A maintenance officer met us at the hatch with orders for us to ferry

“this plane” up to the air base at Norwich, an hour’s flight north. This we did, “signed
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“this plane” up to the air base at Norwich, an hour’s flight north. This we did, “signed

off” for the “plane”, and waited for transport back. It was early night by the time a 4x4

had arrived and returned, with us on board, to Lavenham. Lots of coffee - a short

debriefing - then collapse into bed!

Next day, we learned that Rog, Vie, John, Mickey and Bob Fortman had all made

a safe return; and that Reed was hospitalized away from the base with a broken

shoulder and other injuries. His descent had been eventful, landing onto and hanging

from a line of power cables. After identifying him as American, local Belgians were able

to lower him to the ground. For his courage and skill in stabilizing our crippled craft,

making bailout possible, Lloyd received the DEC. All of our crew were reassigned after

a brief “R and R” period. Lloyd was repatriated to the U.S. for recovery and rehab.

l’ve called this a “Wartime Christmas Carol”. You might say “It was a “Dickens”

of a time!. We had Heroes in General Frederick W. Castle and First Lieutenant Bob

Harriman’s crew, a Nazi “Scrooge”, a snow-fiNed winter, “Ghosts of Christmases Past,

Present and Future” and great Christmas gifts beneath a star-topped Christmas tree.

o The remnants of the 487th, following the leadership of Deputy Lead Captain

Shilling with Edwards Crew, continued on to level our airfield target at

Babenhausen. Most following groups continued on to destroy their assigned

targets.

o The troops on the ground were cheered by this massive armada over-flight, and

their continued fierce counter-attacks led to Germany’ssLïrrender come spring.

o Perhaps, for Crew 102, the greatest gift was God’s Providence in delivering every

crewman safely - eventually to home in the “Good Old U.S.A.”!
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